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Club Meeting - 7:30 pm Wednesday 13 February 2013 
at the Burns Club, 8 Kett Street Kambah 

 
2013 Program 

 
Club Program 

 
When What Who 
13 March  Exposure Stacking Peter Bliss 
10 April  Macro Softbox 

Light tents 
Warren Hicks 

8 May  Studio lighting Ian Cole/Shane 
Baker 

12 June tba tba 
10 July Shooting Raw.  

ACR 
Bob McHugh & 
Rod Burgess 

14 August tba tba 
11 September Two 

photographers 
Giles West & 
Jenny 
Thompson 

9 October Camera 
technology: What 
camera should I 
buy mirror less etc 

Teds/Claude 
Morson 

13 November War 
photographers 

Helen Hall 

11 December AGM and Show 
and Tell 

 

 
Notice:  Peter Bliss has withdrawn from this month’s 
presentation to meet some family responsibilites.  Our 
President, Warren Hicks, is working on finding a 
replacement. 
 
 
 
 

 
Walkabout Group 

 
The Walkabout Group meets informally during the 
third week of every month from February through to 
November.  The purpose of the group is to have a 
weekday outing to places of interest in and around 
Canberra.  The meetings vary from a couple of hours 
at ACT based locations through to longer excursions 
in our region.  Coffee and discussion of photographic 
and other topics usually follow. 
 
Laurie Westcott and I have developed an outline plan 
for the year as follows: 
 
When Where Contact 
21 March  Black Mt Tower Rob Wignell 
18 April  Arboretum Rob Wignell 
16 May  Yass Laurie Westcott 
20 June Commonwealth 

Park 
Rob Wignell 

18 July Taemus/Wee 
Jasper 

Laurie Westcott 

15 August tba Rob Wignell 
19 September Parliament House 

Rose Garden 
Rob Wignell 

17 October Crookwell Rob Wignell 
21 November Urban Landscape, 

Lake Ginninderra 
Laurie Westcott 

 
As always, suggestions for different outings are most 
welcome. 
 
Last months visit to Weston Park attracted a small but 
enthusiastic group. 
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March Outing: Thursday 21 March, Black Mountain 
Tower and surrounds.  Meet in the carpark at the foot 
of Black Mountain Tower at 9:15 for a 9:30 start.   
 
As well as being a great location for panoramas of 
Canberra there are interesting walking paths in the 
bushland nearby. 
 

Digital Imaging Special Interest Group 
 
Convenor: Graeme Kruse 
Venue: The Burns Club 
Time:  7:30 
Dates: Fourth Wednesday of each month, from 
February to November. 
 
March DIGSIG meeting, Wednesday 27th 
David Rath will be presenting this months topic; Light 
Room's Local Adjustments. Many of you will be 
familiar with making adjustments (such as colour, 
exposure and contrast) to the whole image, that is, 
making global adjustments. Well David is going to take 
you to the next level of tweaking your images. That is, 
showing you how to get into the art of fine tuning your 
image by making adjustments to a portion of the 
image - Local Adjustments. 
 
Show and Tell 
Bring along that image you would like to receive some 
advice/help with editing and/or composition. 
 
Books 
If you have recently (or not so recently) acquired a 
book of interest (an inspirational book on macro you 
have been looking for; great lighting techniques for 
portraits; the A to Z of HDR) bring it along and show it 
off at the Show and Tell session. 
 
Presentation topics 
There are 2 meetings that are in need of a topic Oct' 
and Nov' - Sept' was penciled in at the Feb' meeting 

for how to work with Metadata in Photoshop CS. 
Please let me know what topic you would like to have 
added to the list. Do this either by emailing me 
(gkruse@bogpond.net.au) or seeing me at a meeting. 
 
February DIGSIG jottings 
Thanks to Shane Baker for his presentation on Light 
Room's Library Module.  The next day I was doing 
some browsing on Light Room and came across 2 
sites that I members would find informative. They are 
aimed at those who are new to Light Room but 'old 
hands' may find the info' useful too – 
 
http://photofocus.com/2009/10/16/10-things-i-wish-i-
could-tell-every-new-lightroom-user/ and 
http://scottkelby.com/2009/10-things-i-would-tell-new-
lightroom-users/ 
 
Report supplied by Graeme Kruze. 
 

Software Buddies 
 
The Club now has all bases covered in regards to you 
being able to contact someone for image editing help 
for all the significant software programs currently being 
used by Club members.  So, if are in need of some 
advice or help your relevant ‘Software Buddy’: 
 
Photoshop CS – Graeme at gkruse@bigpond.net.au 
 
Photoshop Elements –  
Peter at Peter.Bliss@water.nsw.gov.au 
Shane at shane@sb.id.au 
 
Apple Aperture – Claude - 
claudemorson@gmail.com 
 
Photoshop Light Room – Peter at 
Peter.Bliss@water.nsw.gov.au 
 

 
 

News 
 

Exhibition by Karen Dace and Eleanor 
Cotterell 

 
Karen is a club member and sent me an email about 
her upcoming joint exhibition at PhotoAccess in 
Manuka. 
 
The exhibition is titled “Huts, Heritage and 
Homesteads in ACT Pre-1913”.  Karen and Eleanor 
have put together 50 photographs for this exhibition. 
 
The opening is on Thursday 11 April at 6.00 pm and 
the exhibition will run until 28 April.  The exhibition will 
be opened by Matthew Higgins (Canberra 

Historian/Author) and David Chalker, Director Photo 
Access. 
 
Southside Camera Club members are encouraged to 
attend and support Karen on her first joint solo 
exhibition. 
 
For more information see: 
http://www.canberra100.com.au/programs/huts-
heritage-and-homesteads/ and also check out Page 
62 of the big yellow centenary book. 
 
Karen and Eleanor have won a CAPO Award and 
small Heritage Grant that has greatly assisted them in 
presenting their exhibition. 
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Ted’s Blog 
 
Ted’s Camera shop has been going for a long while 
now and, especially in Canberra, has survived 
(thrived?) where many others have failed. 
 
Ted’s sends out Newsletters by email on a regular 
basis and, mostly, I scan and delete them.  However, 
a recent edition referred to a blog titled “Photoshop 
101 Part 2”  There was also a reference to Part 1 but I 
saw that second.  These were short but worthwhile 
articles so I looked at the generic blog page.  It 
contains a wealth of information and is well worth 
browsing. 
 
See: http://www.teds.com.au/blog/ 
 

Yearbook 2012 
 
The Club will publish a yearbook for 2012.  All 
members are eligible to enter their two best shots 
made in 2012, and shot selection is your choice.  
Shane Baker has kindly offered to co-ordinate the 
yearbook production. 
 
The book itself will be produced through Blurb, and be 
printed in 8" by 10" format - to keep prices reasonable.  
 
One copy will be purchased by the Club for display 
and archive purposes, and then the book will become 
available for members to order through the Blub.com 
web site. 
 
If you wish to see how it will look, check out the 2011 
book here: http://www.blurb.com/books/2249349 
 
Requirements 
For you and your work to be recorded for posterity, 
you need to provide Shane with: 
1. Two images made and chosen by you in 2012. 
2. Captions for both images in text file format, 
including technical details.  For example:  
Kangaroo tracks near Durras Lake, NSW. 
Nikon D300 with 18-200mm lens at 34mm. 1/50 
second at f16 and ISO 320. 
 
(This technical information is available through your 
photo editing software.  For example, in PhotoShop, 
it's under File > File info.  In Lightroom, it's all in the 
metadata tag in the Library module.) 
 
3. A head shot of you at least 600 pixels on the 
larger side, and 
4. A few words about you – to a maximum 100 
words. 
5. Images must be: 
• JPEGs saved to the highest quality (12). 
• Cropped and colour-corrected as you intend them 

to be printed.  
• The smallest side at least 2,000 pixels.  
• RGB colour space – not CMYK. 

• So I don't lose track of the file, they must be 
named in this format: your family name-given 
name-etc. 
 e.g.:   

 o Baker-Shane-2.jpg,  
 o Baker-Shane-mugshot.jpg, or  
 o Baker-Shane.txt. 
 
As you will see from the earlier yearbooks, one portrait 
and one landscape image makes it easy for Shane to 
lay out your work – though this isn't compulsory. 
 
Please get these files to Shane by email or USB stick 
by 1 March 2013 (shane@sb.id.au). 
 
 
 

Cooperative purchasing from overseas 
 
Shane Baker has come up with what he modestly 
describes as a “modest proposal”.  Shane’s 
suggestions follow: 
 
It may have escaped your notice, but we Aussie 
photographers pay too much for our stuff.  It's well 
known that Adobe charges Australians nearly twice 
what American photographers pay for their software, 
but we also get overcharged for hardware.  For 
example, in the past year I have bought: 
 
• Inks for my Epson 3880 for $US57 each – instead 

of the best local price of around $A97 a tank. 
• $US155 for a 64G Lexar CF card – compared 

with $A261 from a well-regarded Australian on-
line store. 

• $US87 for a flexi-point gun (including 7,000 
flexipoints) – as opposed to around $A240 for the 
gun alone in Ausralia. 

 
The factor that somewhat takes the shine off these 
prices is postage. That single CF card cost $US32 to 
ship – although I still saved around $80 in the deal. 
 
A better option would be for us to work together when 
buying from overseas.  My guess is that had I ordered 
half a dozen cards, the postage would have been the 
same, meaning that postage per card would have 
been around $5 each. 
 
So, I suggest that members who have found a good 
deal overseas tell other members of the Club about it 
so that a group order can share the shipping costs. 
 
That way, we all win! 
 
Shane Baker 
 
Editor’s comment:  It seems like this is a good idea 
that has the possibility of benefiting members.  I am 
happy to circulate any bargains by sending out a 
group email to all members and I can mostly do this 
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within a few hours of a message being sent to me.  I 
expect that the person who sees the bargain and 
wants to save postage by sharing the news with other 
members would also co-ordinate the purchase, 
distribution and money collection.  Rob Wignell. 
 
Digital Photography Review - February 2013 

 
28 February 
• Aptina signs patent cross-licence agreement with 

Sony 
• Hands-on with weatherproof Sony Xperia Z and 

multi-screen YotaPhoto 
• Satechi introduces BT Smart Trigger wireless 

shutter release for Canon 
• Samsung Galaxy S4 expected to be announced 

on March 14th 
• Vimeo adds ‘Looks’ filter effects for videos 
27 February 
• Toshiba shows-off Lytro-style Light Field module 

for mobiles 
• Hands-on with the HTC One at the Mobile World 

Congress 
• Rambus unveils ‘Binary Pixel’ sensor tech for 

expanded dynamic range 
• Adobe releases Photoshop Touch for Android 

and iOS smartphones 
• Instagram hits 100 million monthly users 

milestone 
26 February 
• Adobe updated Raw support for Fujifilm X-Trans 

tested 
• Digital imaging at the Mobile World Congress 

2013 
• Adobe posts 4.4 and ACR 7.4 release candidates 
25 February 
• Sony NEX-3N hands-on preview with samples 

gallery 
• Ethics of prize-winning photo debated 
• Pentax Ricoh discontinues K-01 K-mount 

mirrorless camera 
• Phase One releases Capture One Express 7 
• Smartphone photography technology on display 

at Mobile World Congress 
• Luxi turns smartphones into incident light meters 
• Sony US announces SLT-A58 DSLR and NEX-3n 

mirrorless cameras 
• Sony US introduces Cyber-shot WX300, HX300 

and TX30 compact cameras 
22 February 
• Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX1 review updated with 

lens data 
• Nikon issues service advisory on D600’s dust 

issue 
• Nikon and Microsoft sign patent deal over 

Android-based camera 
• MIT builds advanced photo functions into 

hardware for mobile devices 
• Sigma USA announces price and availability fo 

DP3 Merrill 

21 February 
• Nikon D7100 Hands-On Preview 
• Nikon posts sample images from new D7100 
• Nikon unveils D7100 mid-level 24MP APS-C 

DSLR with no low-pass filter 
• Nikon announces advanced WR-1 radio remote 

control 
• New capacitor could make xenon smartphone 

flashes more popular 
• 320-gigpixel photo of London is the world’s 

largest panoramic photo 
• Google Drive adds photo preview and video 

streaming 
• Nikon Europe releases Coolpix S3500 comact 

camera 
• Sigma introduces Phot Pro 5.5 with Monochrome 

mode 
20 February 
• Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX1 review 
• Sony announces NEX-3N 16MP entry-level 

mirrorless camera 
• Sony has revealed the Planar T 50mm F1.4 and 

70-400mm F4.5 GSSMII 
• Sony launches Cyber-shot WX300, HX300 and 

TX30 compact cameras 
• Google demonstrates view behind the Glass 

wearable camera 
19 February 
• Samsung announces Wi-Fi-only version of 

Galaxy Camera 
• Olympus USA announces XZ-10 enthusiast 

compact 
• HTC takes new approach to sensor tech in latest 

flagship phone 
• Billingham marks 40 years of history 
18 February 
• Nikon D5200 hands-on preview updated with 

menus, test data and samples 
• Casio Europe releases 20.1 MP Exilim EX-ZS30 

camera 
• Report zooms in on giant camera resolution test 

charts throughout the US 
• Casio Europe announces WX-N% and EX-N50 

compact cameras 
• India, Instagram and a smartphone 
15 Feburary 
• World Press Photo announces 2013 contest 

winners 
• Computer History Museum shares original Adobe 

Photoshop source code 
• Nauticam introduces NA-NEX6 underwater 

housing for Sony NEX-6 
14 February 
• Panasonic UK launches a ‘Try Before You Buy’ 

service for DMS-GH3 
• Dell announces UltraShary monitors that cover 

99% of Adobe RGB gamut 
• Pentax Ricoh updates firmware for Q10 

mirrorless camera 
13 February 
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• Canon EOS 6D In-depth Review 
• Olympus denies reports that it is ceasing DSLR 

production 
• Penguin ‘spy’ cams help BBC filmmakers create 

a fascinating documentary 
• DxO Optics Pro 8.1.3 adds Leica M9, Nikon 

D5200 and Panazonic FZ200 
• iFixit finds it difficult to tear down Microsoft 

Surface Pro 
12 February 
• Visual Supply Company releases Film 03 presets 

pack for Lightroom and ACR 
• Three smartphone cases to turn your phone into 

an action cam 
• Epson announces VS220 and VS320 budget 

projectors 
11 February 
• Canon to add 25fps 4K video recording to EOS-

1D C pro DSLR 
• Kickstarter project looks to take 1:1 walk-in 

camera on a world tour 
• Samsung ships WB250F and DV150F  
• Flickr software bug makes some private photos 

public 
8 February 
• Nikon D5200 added to our studio comparison 
• Steve McCurry’s ‘Last Roll of Kodachrome’ 

photos are now live on his blog 
7 February 
• Olympus M.Zuiko 17mm F1.8 sample gallery 
• Samsung Galaxy Camera review 
• Photographer to shoot 50 weddings in one day 

with his iPhone 
• Apple Raw Compatibility Update v4.04 adds nine 

more cameras 
• Nikon publishes Nikkor lens 80th anniversary 

video 
6 February 
• Sony World Photography Awards 2013 announce 

shortlist of finalists 

• Creators of Rasberry Pi computer announce $25 
camera module 

5 February 
• CP+ 2013: First impressions of Olympus XZ-10 
• Sony announces firmware for SLT-A37, A57, 

A65, A77 and A99 
• Sony firmware for NWX-7, Nex-6, Nex-5R, Nex-

5N and E-mount lenses 
• Nikon posts firmware update for V1 small sensor 

mirrorless camera 
• Talk of ‘ultrapixels’ leads to speculaton about 

Foveon-like HTC smartphone 
• Conflict photographer Ben Lowy explains why he 

uses an iPhone 
4 February 
• Nikon Coolpix S800c Review 
• Panasonic discusses its GH3 and the challenge 

of making a high IQ compact 
• Casio’s Jin Nakayama rules-out mirrorless, 

promising fast future for compacts 
• Panasonic promises high sensitivity sensors 

using ‘Micro Color Splitters’ 
• CamRanger offers DSLR control from your iPad 
2 February 
• Olympus’ Toshi Terada discusses the future of 

Four Thirds and compacts 
• Panasonic puts 43mm F1.2 portrait lens and 

150mm F2.8 on lens roadmap 
1 February 
• Sony NEX-6 preview extended with the addition 

of test data 
• First Impressions: Metabones Speed Booster 

lens adapter 
• Canon’s imaging CEO promises 70D and talks 

about the future of compacts 
• CP+ 2013 – lenses from Nikon and Sigma 
• Astronaut tweets impressive space photographs 
• Ten tips for better mobile photography 
 
 

 
Classifieds 

 
Deceased Estate Sale 

 
NIKON CAMERA GEAR (from Paul Hibberd – details 
below) 
 
Our friend was a keen photographer and accumulated 
a range of Nikon gear.  He seems to have bought 
quite a lot in the months before he passed away, so 
there are some duplicate pieces which I can only 
assume are new.  Most pieces are, as far as I can tell, 
'as new' or in excellent condition, as specified below.  I 
have done my best to decipher the Nikon (or Nikkor) 
model system, but please ask if the information is 
insufficient. 
 
After talking with our friend's widow, I am not listing 
prices but will take the best offer to her and she will 
decide whether to sell.  She is not fussed about 

recovering full market value so there may be some 
bargains to be had! But, on her behalf, I'd invite 
reasonable offers. 
 
I also have a huge box of accessories (filters, battery 
packs etc) - I'll offer a pick out of the box for each 
$100 of the sale (otherwise I don't know what to do 
with them!). 
 
I can be contacted at pkhibberd@gmail.com or at 
home on 62497782. 
 
Bodies: 
1) Nikon D50 kit in well used condition, with: 
- AF-S DX 18-55 f3.5-5.6G ED lens 
- Original packing 
- Manual, quick start guide and all other original 
accessories except battery terminal cover 
- Dealers record 
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- Picture Project 1.5 CDROM 
 
2) D80 body in well used condition, with MB-D80 
battery pack. 
 
3) FM3A (purchased 2002) in as new condition. 
 
Nikon lenses: 
 

F PC 
micro 

85 2.8D As new Original packing, Manual, 
Warranty card, Dealers 

record, Strap, Leather hard 
case 

AF DX 
fisheye 

10.5 2.8g Ed As new Dealers record, Warranty 
card, Instructions, Leather 

pouch, Original packing 
 

Nikkor lenses: 

 
F-AF D 35-70 2.8D Very good used Original packing, 

Manual, Warranty 
card 

F-AF D 20 2.8D Excellent used Original packing, 
Manual 

F-AF D 
micro 

60 2.8D Very good used Original packing, 
Manual 

F AD-ED 80-200 2.8D Excellent used Box, Leather hard 
case, Manual, Strap 

AF VR 
Zoom 

80-400 4.5-5.6D 
ED 

As new Original packing, Nylon 
carry bag, Strap, Manual 

Reflex 1000 11 Excellent Box, Manual, Filter kit (5) 
+ bag 

F 28 2.8 As new Original packing, Manual 

F 50 1.2 In original 
wrap 

As bought 

F 35 1.4 As new Original packing, Manual, 
Warranty card 

F-AF D 35-70 2.8D As new Original packing, Manual 

F 105 2.5 As new Original packing, Manual, 
Warranty card 

F-AF-S 17-35 2.8D As new Original packing, Manual, 
Leather hard case, (3 units 

of this) 

F micro 55 3.5 As new Original packing With PK-3 auto 
ring 

AF-S 300 2.8 D Excellent 
used 

Leather hard case, 
Neoprene covers, 

Tripod mounts 

Non-original 
lens cap, 

'Silent wave 
motor' 

ED 500 4.0 Excellent used Hard carry case, 
Leatherette lens cap, 

Manual, Screw in filter, 
Some kind of mounting 
bracket, Dealers record 

 

I also have 2 units of a TC-14EII teleconverter.  I have 
the original packing but only 1 manual 
 
 

For Sale 
 
Helen Hall has sent in a for sale notice on behalf of 
Paul Kowalski as follows:  
 
Paul Kowalski, who was our guest speaker in 
November 2012, has some equipment to sell.  As he is 
staying film based with his landscape business he 
wants to sell the following: 
 
Canon 400D DSLR 
10.1 mp, with battery grip, two batteries, 4gb card and 
neck strap - no lenses - $350.00 - in great condition 
 
Canon 70-200mm pro series lens - it is an L series 
lens at F2.8 and is extremely high quality with superior 
zoom and has hardly been used $1300 
 
For background this is the message as Paul sent it to 
me: 
 
I have decided to sell a bit of my digital camera gear, I 
have held onto it for too long already. I thought by the 
off chance you might know someone who may be 
interested through the club etc. I am selling my Canon 
400D DSLR, 10.1 mp, with battery grip, two batteries, 
4gb card and neck strap - no lenses - $350.00 - in 
great condition. I am also selling my Canon 70-200mm 
pro series lens - it is an L series lens at F2.8 and is 
extremely high quality with superior zoom and has 
hardly been used - I never should have bought it as I 
have completely under utilized it - $1300.00.  
 
 

Relay for Life 
 
Last year, some members helped Chris Fitzgerald by 
taking photographs of the Relay For Life event. Chris 
is calling for volunteers to help again this year. 
 
Relay For Life starts on Saturday 16 March 2013 at 12 
noon and finishes on Sunday 17 March 2013 at 12 
noon.  Help with taking photographs at any time during 
this event is most welcome. 
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Contact Chris on: Chris.Fitzgerald@ga.gov.au or 
phone: +61 2 6249 9151 
 
I forgot to mention.  Relay for life raises funds for 
cancer research. 
 
 

 
Editor’s Note 

 
Hello all. 
 
Last month I mentioned that the autofocus on my 
D7000 had stopped autofocussing.  I had sent the 
camera to Nikon for repairs and it was quite an 
expensive experience.   
 
However, there were some positive outcomes too.  
First, the camera was delivered before I went on my 
holiday to Tathra so I didn’t need to dig out my film 
camera.  Secondly, the camera came back in pristine 
condition – sparkling clean and the sensor was as 
clean as new. 
 
I did have some concerns about the process though, 
especially the extremely cryptic quote for fixing the 
camera.  I was quoted a series of part numbers and 
service numbers along with some numbers that 
indicated how much each of these would cost.  It all 
added up to a large total.   
 
I would have liked a diagnostic narrative that 
described what they thought had gone wrong and, 
perhaps, some suggestions on how I could avoid this 
happening again, especially if the cause of the 
problem was something that I had done. 
 
Tathra is one of my favourite places on the south 
coast.  However, this time it was a bit disappointing.  I 
managed to be there while both the east coast and the 
west coast of Australia were getting battered by high 
winds and rain.  We didn’t get the worst of it but we 
didn’t avoid it either. 
 

While being stuck in caravans and coffee shops, I took 
quite a bit of time to go through large parts of the 
voluminous Thom Hogan manual on the D7000 that I 
purchased soon after I bought the camera.  I was 
amazed (and a bit embarrassed) at how much I 
learned about the operations of the camera that I have 
now owned for two years.  It makes it much easier to 
use and much more easy to get at features that I had 
previously accessed the slow and tedious way via 
menus. 
 
Most days were overcast and grey so, the few photos I 
took, I tried to make the most of the flat light conditions 
by picking shots with a splash of colour and I had a go 
at some HDR landscapes.   
 
On return we took our carvaning friends from Sydney 
to Enlighten. 
 
I will bring a few shots for show and tell this month. 
 
Lastly, a final encouragement to all members to send 
in some photos for the club yearbook.  Shane told me 
that he has 15 entries and this is a small response 
from a club the size of ours.  Please, please, please 
send two photos to Shane for publication.   
 
The importance of the club yearbook will only become 
apparent when we have been doing it for 10 years or 
more.  By then it could well have some of the first 
photos published by successful photographers.  It is 
also a record of our achievements as a club. 
 
We have been going for a remarkably long time and 
have had remarkable growth over the past few years.  
It would be especially good to get photographs from 
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out newer members so that we can all follow each 
other’s progress as photographers. 
 
Best wishes. 
 
Rob 
 
PS.  My long saga with cataract operations and getting 
new prescription glasses seems to be at an end, and 

overall I am very pleased with the results.  Although I 
caught very few fish at Tathra it gave me great 
satisfaction to be able to tie a hook to my line without 
glasses.  This is something that I haven’t been able to 
do for more than 10 years.  With my new prescription 
lenses the astigmatism that gives me overlapping 
images is also corrected.  Joy!!!! 
 

 
Club Office Bearers 

Position Person e-mail address Phone 

President Warren Hicks sscc.president@gmail.com 0427 883 689 (ah) 

Sec/Treasurer Ian Cole icole@grapevine.com.au  

Newsletter Editor Rob Wignell rob_wignell@hotmail.com 0416 055 322 (9am to 
9pm) 

 


